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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
GTEC INDUSTRIES, INC., 
a Georgia corporation, 
 
 Plaintiff, 
 
vs.        Civil Action No. 19-1030 (CJN)  
 
ISABEL GUZMAN, Administrator, 
U.S. Small Business Administration, 
 
 Defendant. 
______________________________________/ 
 

Plaintiff’s Reply in Support of Its Motion for Summary Judgment 
 
 Plaintiff GTEC Industries, Inc., a Georgia corporation (“GTEC”), replies in further 

support of its pending Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting Memorandum of Law 

(Docs. 34 & 34-1), and in response to SBA’s opposition Memorandum filed April 4, 2022 

(“SBA Mem.”) (Doc. 37). The Court should grant GTEC’s Motion for the reasons set forth in 

GTEC’s supporting Memorandum, as further amplified in GTEC’s additional Memorandum of 

Law filed April 4, 2022 (Doc. 38), in opposition to SBA’s pending cross motion for summary 

judgment, and for the additional reasons set forth below.  

 But to summarize them briefly, SBA lacked legal authority to reopen GTEC’s Program 

Application (only after these legal proceedings had commenced) before purporting to deny the 

Application again for reasons the agency had not expressed previously. Moreover, SBA’s 

reliance on the Council Report and OFA’s Proposed Findings to determine that GTEC had not 

sufficiently demonstrated that it was in fact owned by the Georgia Tribe of Eastern Cherokee 

was arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to controlling Georgia state law. Therefore, GTEC is 

entitled to entry of summary judgment in the company’s favor. 
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 Moreover, SBA in any of its filings has not contested the propriety of GTEC’s requested 

remedy, namely immediate admission to the Program. Therefore, when entering summary 

judgment in favor of GTEC, the Court should direct SBA to admit the company to the Program 

without further delay. 

Argument 

I. SBA Lacked Legal Authority to Re-Open and Reconsider GTEC’s Program 
Application. 

 
 GTEC has repeatedly argued in its previously submitted legal memoranda that SBA 

lacked legal authority under its own Program Regulations to reopen GTEC’s Program 

Application for further reconsideration after the agency had already denied it in Mr. Klein’s 

letter dated November 26, 2018 (the “Second Denial”) (R. 979-91). See Docs. 34-1, Point II; 38, 

Point I. More particularly, GTEC argued in its previous submissions that the Program 

Regulations did not provide Dr. Peebles with any authority to “rescind” that prior determination. 

Nor did the same Regulations grant her legal authority to re-open the Application so the agency 

could include in the agency’s administrative record copies of the Council Report and OFA’s 

Proposed Findings. Nor did SBA in general, or Dr. Peebles in particular, have legal authority 

then to deny GTEC’s Program Application after citing to and relying upon just those documents, 

particularly on substantive grounds never expressed previously.  

 Instead, SBA should have approved GTEC’s Program Application back in 2018 and, 

instead, the parties find themselves continuing to contest the matter four years later. GTEC back 

in 2017 had submitted its Program Application papers that SBA acknowledged were complete. 

The company similarly demonstrated, first on initial reconsideration and then, following the 

issuance of the Second Denial and the filing of GTEC’s initial Complaint instituting these 

proceedings, that SBA lacked any proper basis to deny GTEC’s Application. Dr. Peebles 
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conceded as much when, in the first of her letters, she had to acknowledge, as she 

euphemistically put it, that she had “concerns” regarding the thoroughness and accuracy of what 

the agency had stated in the Second Denial. It was only then that she purportedly acted to 

“rescind” that Second Denial, thus spawning the balance of these protracted proceedings.  

 SBA now claims that it had legal authority to act in that manner. SBA Mem. at 5-6. But 

the agency’s argument is fundamentally flawed for numerous reasons. First and most simply, 

SBA cites to the current version of 13 C.F.R. §124.205, effective November 16, 2020,1 relating 

to whether an application for admission to the Program can be reconsidered after SBA has 

already denied it. Id. at p. 5 & fn. 5. But that was not the version of the regulation, namely the 

immediately preceding one, that was in effect during 2018 when SBA reviewed and then denied 

GTEC’s Program Regulation in final fashion through the issuance of Mr. Klein’s Second 

Denial.2 Instead, 13 C.F.R. §124.205 (2018) provided, in pertinent part, at that time as follows - 

Can an applicant ask SBA to reconsider SBA's initial decision to 
decline its application? 

 
(a) An applicant may request [SBA] to reconsider his or her 
initial decline decision by filing a request for reconsideration with 
SBA . . . The applicant must submit its request for reconsideration 
within 45 days of its receipt of written notice that its application 
was declined . . . The applicant must provide any additional 
information and documentation pertinent to overcoming the 
reason(s) for the initial decline, whether or not available at the time 

 
1See Small Business Administration; Consolidation of Mentor-Protégée Programs and 

Other Government Contracting Amendments, 85 Fed. Reg. 66146-01, 2020 WL 6082069 
(October 16, 2020) (codified at 13 C.F.R. Pt. 124). 

2 GTEC carefully noted in its Memorandum supporting the company’s motion for 
summary judgment, and in GTEC’s separate Memorandum opposing SBA’s summary judgment 
motion, that any references that GTEC made in its legal submissions to the Program Regulations 
referred to the version of those Regulations that were in effect at the time the agency acted upon 
GTEC’s Program Application, namely in 2018. See Doc. 34-1, fns. 4 & 9; Doc. 37-1, fn. 1. 
GTEC also noted within those footnote references the substantial changes that SBA made to 
Program Regulation became effective only in November 2020, or well after SBA had already 
acted upon GTEC’s Program Application. 
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of initial application, including information and documentation 
regarding changed circumstances. 

 
(b) The AA/BD will issue a written decision within 45 days of 
SBA's receipt of the applicant's request. The AA/BD may either 
approve the application, deny it on the same grounds as the 
original decision, or deny it on other grounds. If denied, the 
AA/BD will explain why the applicant is not eligible for 
admission to the 8(a) BD program and give specific reasons for 
the decline. 

 
(c) If the AA/BD declines the application solely on issues not 
raised in the initial decline, the applicant can ask for 
reconsideration as if it were an initial decline. 

 
Id. (emphasis added). Thus, looking to the emphasized portions of the applicable version of this 

Program Regulation, GTEC correctly argued in its prior submissions that the Regulation only 

allowed for reconsideration at the request of a disappointed applicant. SBA reserved no authority 

to itself either at 13 C.F.R. §124.205 (2018), or indeed anywhere else in the other Program 

Regulations, to reopen and to reconsider sua sponte any previously denied application for 

Program admission. SBA conceivably could have reserved that authority but, importantly, the 

agency did not do so.  

 Similarly, 13 C.F.R. §124.205 (2018), gave SBA the authority to reject a previously 

denied application on grounds different from what the agency had expressed previously again in 

only one instance, namely following the agency’s action upon the applicant’s request for 

reconsideration. SBA neither in that Program Regulation nor in any of the others reserved or 

conferred any authority upon itself to deny a program application on differing grounds while 

acting only upon the agency’s own initiative.  

 But that is precisely what SBA has done in this case as reflected in Dr. Peebles’ several 

letters directed to GTEC’s Program Application that, in turn, culminated in the SBA ALJ’s 

issuance of his Final Denial. For support of its authority to act in that manner, the agency now 
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cites only to (i) the current (inapplicable) version of 13 C.F.R. §124.205, and (ii) as did the 

Administrative Law Judge in the Final Denial now under review, to 13 C.F.R. §124.204(b). SBA 

Mem., pp. 5-6.  

 Turning first to SBA’s invocation of provisions now found at 13 C.F.R. §124.205 (2021), 

a brief review of which should cause the Court to conclude that not only are they temporally 

inapposite, but they would actually bolster GTEC’s arguments rather than weakening or negating 

any of them. As SBA acknowledges (SBA Mem., p. 5), 13 C.F.R. §124.205 (2021), as 

substantially revised in late 2020 now states that - 

There is no reconsideration process for applications that have 
been declined. An applicant which has been declined may file an 
appeal with SBA's Office of Hearings and Appeals pursuant to § 
124.206, or reapply to the program pursuant to § 124.207. 

 
Id. (emphasis added). Thus, the clear text of the current Regulation, if at all relevant to GTEC’s 

Program Application, provides in effect that no party may request reconsideration of a denied 

program application because there is no further administrative avenue or “reconsideration 

process” available at that stage of the life cycle of an SBA Program application. That is equally 

true whether the entity desiring reconsideration is a disappointed or frustrated applicant or, more 

importantly, SBA itself even where, as can and should be concluded on this record, the agency 

wished to reopen and reconsider this particular Program Application rather than face the prospect 

of having to defend in court the propriety of Mr. Klein’s Second Denial. In sum, the current 

version of this Program Regulation, if applicable to the issues now before this Court, actually 

fatally undermines SBA’s argument that it had some form of reserved authority to act in 
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conformity with Dr. Peebles’ several written declarations related to GTEC’s Program 

Application.3 

 Apparently with nowhere else to turn either in the Program Regulations or under more 

general legal principles, SBA, finding itself backed into a corner, is then forced to argue that the 

provisions of 13 C.F.R. 124.204(b) and (c) granted the agency authority to reopen GTEC’s 

Program Application before denying it on the new grounds now being asserted in the ALJ’s 

Final Denial. SBA Mem., pp. 5-6. That Regulation, however, merely states as follows: 

(b) SBA, in its sole discretion, may request clarification of 
information contained in the application at any time in the 
application process. SBA will take into account any clarifications 
made by an applicant in response to a request for such by SBA. 

 
(c) The burden of proof to demonstrate eligibility is on the 
applicant concern. If a concern does not provide requested 
information within the allotted time provided by SBA, or if it 
submits incomplete information, SBA may presume that disclosure 
of the missing information would adversely affect the firm or 
would demonstrate lack of eligibility in the area to which the 
information relates. 

 
Id. (emphasis added).4 Focusing on the highlighted portion of this Regulation, SBA now argues 

 
3 It is similarly puzzling what significant point SBA seeks to make when the agency 

argues, after reviewing the current version of 13 C.F.R. §124.205, that “the clear intent of [the 
regulation] is to set forth an applicant’s administrative remedies.” SBA Mem., p. 5. The only 
further “administrative remedy” mentioned in either the current or former (applicable) version of 
this Regulation was the limited avenue for appeal provided to OHA for some applicants which, 
as has already been noted repeatedly, was not available to GTEC following the Second Denial. 
See infra. But more to the point here, and as GTEC has also been noting, this Regulation as 
drafted back in 2018 when SBA issued its First and Second Denials, just as it does now, 
provided an avenue for only the applicant to seek reconsideration, not SBA. That SBA would 
now interpret 13 C.F.R. §124.205 as only providing remedial relief to an applicant actually 
makes one of GTEC’s main points, namely that SBA had not similarly provided itself any further 
administrative avenues, on self-initiated reconsideration proceedings or otherwise, to correct 
previously errant (and final) agency actions denying a Program application.  

4 These quoted provisions as relied upon by SBA were not amended during SBA’s 
substantial rewriting of the Program Regulations that occurred in 2020. Thus, the quoted 
provisions were fully in effect each time SBA denied GTEC’s Program Application. 
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that the agency “had sole discretion to request clarification of information contained in [GTEC’s 

Program Application] at any time in the application process.” SBA Mem., p. 6 (emphasis 

added). The Administrative Law Judge in the Final Denial now under review similarly only 

looked to the provisions of 13 C.F.R. 124.204(b) to find that -  

SBA's regulation provides that it has sole discretion to request 
clarification of information contained in the application at any time 
in the application process. 13 C.F.R. §124.204(b). As such, SBA 
properly re-opened Petitioner's application to reconsider previous 
grounds for decline, as well as new concerns related to Petitioner's 
status as an Indian tribe. 

 
(R. 247) (emphasis added). 

 But as GTEC has already argued previously, when Mr. Klein issued his Second Denial on 

November 26, 2018, there was no longer any application “process” pending before SBA. See 

Doc. 34-1, ¶33 & Point II; Doc. 38, Point I(A); & fn. 5, infra. Instead, that denial, coming after 

GTEC’s request for reconsideration of Ms. Gurley’s First Denial dated May 14, 2018 (R. 502-

06), was final and conclusive; there were no open and available avenues for any further 

administrative review before SBA.5  

 
5 Because both the First and the Second Denials found that GTEC’s Application was 

supposedly deficient because SBA had concluded (among other things) that GTEC lacked the 
necessary prospect for achieving economic success, the company could not appeal from any 
adverse determinations to SBA’s Office of Hearings and Appeals. See 13 C.F.R. §124.206(a) 
(2018), stating that - 
  

An applicant may appeal a denial of program admission to SBA's 
Office of Hearings and Appeals (OHA), if it is based solely on a 
negative finding of social disadvantage, economic disadvantage, 
ownership, control, or any combination of these four criteria. A 
denial decision that is based at least in part on the failure to 
meet any other eligibility criterion is not appealable and is the 
final decision of SBA. 

 
Id. (emphasis added). GTEC’s only “remedy,” at least in SBA’s view following the issuance of 
the Second Denial, was to reapply for Program admission after one year had passed. See 13 
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 Thus, both the Administrative Law Judge’s conclusions, and now SBA’s arguments 

before this Court, are fallacious. More particularly, they are classic examples of the fundamental 

error of logical reasoning known as “begging the question” or engaging in “circular reasoning.” 

That occurs when a proponent of an argument assumes the existence of the matter being argued 

or examined.6 In this instance, the very legal issue being examined is whether SBA had the 

authority to restart any administrative proceedings bearing on GTEC’s Program Application after 

SBA’s Program Regulations, and the APA, provided that they had already reached 

administrative finality in the wake of Mr. Klein’s Second Denial. SBA’s argument, and 

unfortunately the ALJ’s legal conclusion or holding, therefore wrongfully assumed the existence 

of ongoing administrative proceedings that, in fact, were non-existent.7 

 Thus, when the applicable law is considered, and as GTEC has repeatedly argued, the 

Court should find that SBA lacked authority to re-open GTEC’s Program Application, or to 

proceed in any manner set forth in Dr. Peebles’ several letters culminating in the issuance of the 

 
C.F.R. §124.207 (2018) (“A concern which has been declined for 8(a) BD program admission 
may submit a new application for admission to the program 12 months after the date of the final 
Agency decision to decline”). Thus, GTEC’s only legal recourse following its receipt of Mr. 
Klein’s Second Denial was to seek further review and relief in federal district court under the 
APA’s judicial review provisions. SBA has not taken the position that such separate judicial 
review constituted part of any “application process” that 13 C.F.R. §124.204(b) contemplates.  

6 “The logical fallacy of begging the question occurs when an argument's premises 
assume the truth of the conclusion, instead of supporting it. In other words, you assume without 
proof the stand/position, or a significant part of the stand, that is in question. Begging the 
question is also called arguing in a circle.” See www.txstate.edu/philosophy/resources/fallacy-
definitions/Begging-the-Question.html (accessed on April 18, 2022). 

7 While SBA notes the provisions of 13 C.F.R. 124.204(c) that assign the burden of proof 
to the applicant during any “application process,” the agency does not explain the import of those 
provisions on the primary issues that this Court has been called upon to address. Needless to say, 
GTEC did not bear any “burden of proof” during the course of any further administrative 
proceedings that Dr. Peebles purported to commence when she lacked authority to do so. 
Moreover, for the reasons previously expressed, see Doc. 34-1, ¶¶25-37, GTEC had satisfied all 
requirements set forth in the Program Regulations for admission, notwithstanding the truly 
unsupportable findings to the contrary contained in Mr. Klein’s Second Denial.  
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ALJ’s Final Denial decision. With her letters and any findings or conclusions contained in them 

thus being properly discarded, there is no longer any proper basis to uphold the ALJ’s Final 

Denial or SBA’s continued refusal to admit GTEC to the Program. As a consequence, GTEC is 

entitled to entry of this Court’s final summary judgment concluding that SBA’s continuing 

refusal to admit GTEC to the Program is contrary to law, namely the agency’s own Program 

Regulation, and is also arbitrary and capricious because it is not supported by any remaining 

reasons, let alone reasons finding adequate support in this administrative record.8 

II. SBA’s Continued Reliance on the Council Report and OFA’s Proposed Findings Is 
Arbitrary, Capricious, and Contrary to Law.  

 
 SBA’s Memorandum essentially argues that the mere existence of the Council Report and 

OFA’s Proposed Findings provided an adequate basis under the APA for this Court to uphold the 

agency’s denial of GTEC’s Program Application. SBA Mem., pp. 3-5. SBA again stands mutely 

by in response to GTEC’s arguments set forth previously where the company demonstrated that 

the Council Report - (i) ignored controlling Georgia statutory law bearing on the question of 

which persons alive today constitute the Georgia Tribe of Eastern Cherokee; (ii) attempted to 

wrestle with that question when the same statutory law had already answered it in GTEC’s favor; 

(iii) was issued by (at-best) a quasi-state agency lacking legal authority under Georgia state law 

to issue binding or determinative pronouncements of that state’s law bearing on any issue the 

 
8 GTEC also notes that SBA does not contend that it enjoyed any form of general or 

inherent authority arising under applicable law to reopen and reconsider GTEC’s Program 
Application in the manner set forth in Dr. Peebles’ letters. Therefore, whether she had authority 
to do so is found, or is not found, only within the Program Regulations that SBA has chosen to 
rely upon, as did the Administrative Law Judge. With the provisions of 13 C.F.R. §124.204(b) 
not providing any authority for SBA to proceed as per any of Dr. Peebles’ letters, particularly in 
the face of 13 C.F.R. §124.205 (2018)'s contrary provisions, SBA would now be compelled to 
stand mute before this Court if it were appropriate to ask “by what authority have you acted in 
this case?”  
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Council Report sought to address; (iv) applied non-specified, and as it turned out, non-existent 

criteria purportedly arising under Georgia state law to determine, according to SBA, that 

GTEC’s owner might not be the recognized Tribe; (v) then inappropriately applied federal 

criteria bearing on tribal recognition standards before purportedly concluding that GTEC’s Tribal 

owner was not “acting like” a legitimate American Indian Tribe and, instead, was merely some 

form of (illegitimate) Indian historical society; and in purportedly so ruling, (vi) improperly 

substituted its own judgment and views on what constituted a “legitimate” American Indian 

Tribe for purposes of controlling Georgia state law, on which its Legislature had already ruled 

and determined. See Doc. 34-1, Points III & IV; Doc. 38, Points II(A) & (B). 

 Similarly, SBA can offer nothing in rebuttal to GTEC’s arguments that OFA’s Proposed 

Findings, although concluding that the Tribe was not eligible for federal tribal recognition, could 

have no proper applicability to any consideration of the merits of GTEC’s Application. See Doc. 

38, Point II(C). That was true because GTEC sought admission to the Program as a business 

owed by a state-recognized tribe. Moreover, GTEC noted that any application of the separate 

criteria bearing on federal tribal recognition could not properly apply to the Tribe because the 

very historical injustices that the Small Business Act and its Program were designed to 

ameliorate left the Tribe unable to satisfy federal recognition standards. Id.9 OFA’s criteria and 

factors bearing on tribal legitimacy therefore had no applicability to the Tribe’s legitimacy or 

status and, even if they arguably did, OFA had no authority to overrule any contrary 

 
9 GTEC would further note, in support of its arguments along these lines made in its 
Memorandum opposing entry of SBA’s Motion for Summary Judgment that it was not until 1980 
that Georgia officially repealed its statutes promulgated in the 1830’s that criminalized the 
gathering of Cherokee peoples, including members of what are now the Tribe, for any purposes 
tied to tribal governance or organization. See Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly of 
the State of Georgia (1980), p. 346.  
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determinations that the Georgia Legislature had articulated in its tribal recognition statutes set 

forth at O.C.G.A. §§44-12-260(2) and 44-12-300(a)(1). Moreover, even if OFA’s Proposed 

Findings reflected historical Tribal leadership disputes or squabbles, those had no bearing on the 

legal issue the Final Denial placed at issue, namely whether or not the Tribe owned GTEC. 

Instead, SBA continues to conflate the separate issue of whether the Tribe for purposes of the 

Program Regulations controlled GTEC (it did as evidenced by Mr. Sneed and other tribal 

members holding positions as part of the company’s management) with the ultimate, completely 

separate issue related to Tribal ownership. That was evidenced by GTEC’s filing of a stock 

certificate demonstrating, just as SBA’s Program application form allowed, that the Tribe did in 

fact own GTEC as a matter of controlling Georgia law. SBA neither anywhere in the Program 

Regulation or its form Program application required anything further from an applicant in 

GTEC’s position to demonstrate any required form of Tribal ownership.10 

 In sum, SBA’s reliance on the Council Report to deny GTEC’s Program Application was 

contrary to law, in this instance Georgia statutory law, that stated that the Tribe the Georgia 

 
10 SBA argues that the GTEC stock certificate evidencing the company’s ownership was 

issued in the name of “GTEC, Inc.,” a Georgia not for profit corporation, rather than in the name 
of the Tribe as some unincorporated association of individuals. SBA Mem., p. 4 fn. 4. The 
certificate as viewed in the record was actually issued, as fully stated thereon, to “Georgia Tribe 
of Eastern Cherokee, Inc. (collectively for Tribe)” (R. 436) (emphasis added). As GTEC has 
repeatedly explained, that not for profit entity serves as an organizational arm of the Tribe and 
encompasses any Tribal activities relating to “Tribal and Economic Development.” See R. 349 
which includes a chart that GTEC submitted to SBA depicting the Tribe’s organizational 
structure. Thus, the Tribe does in fact own GTEC on a direct basis, as the stock certificate attests 
or, at the very least, on a consolidated basis. But more importantly, SBA being previously 
informed of each of these matters has never stated or concluded otherwise in any of its serial 
denials of GTEC’s Application, including the pending Final one. Thus, it is improper for SBA to 
now seek to argue that the decision to deny the Application should be upheld because “[t]he tribe 
is not the direct owner” of GTEC. SBA Mem., p. 4 fn. 4. By seeking to make that argument even 
in a footnoted discussion, SBA effectively seeks to reopen and add to, yet again without citation 
to any authority, what the Administrative Law Judge stated or concluded in the Final Denial.  
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Legislature recognized in 1993 owned GTEC. Moreover, for each of the stated reasons, SBA’s 

reliance on the Council Report, and OFA’s proposed findings, was arbitrary and capricious. In 

no event can the agency’s reliance on those two documents provide any “rational connection” 

between what is stated in those materials, and more particularly what is not stated, and SBA’s 

renewed decision to deny GTEC’s Program Application. Thus, even if the Court were to disagree 

with GTEC’s argument that SBA lacked authority to issue its Final Denial, the Court should still 

enter summary judgment in favor of GTEC by finding, in the alternative, that the denial was 

arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to law. 

Conclusion 

 Because SBA lacked legal authority to issue its Final Denial of GTEC’s Program 

Application, and any reasoning reflected in the Final Denial for that outcome was arbitrary, 

capricious or contrary to law, and hence violated the APA, the Court should enter its final 

summary judgment in favor of GTEC, direct SBA to admit the company to the Program without 

further delay, and provide GTEC with such other and further relief that is just and appropriate. 

       Stephen Simms (382388)  
       Simms Showers LLP  
       201 International Circle, Suite 230  
       Baltimore, Maryland 21030  
       Phone: 410-783-5795  
       Facsimile: 410-510-1789  
       Email: jssims@simmsshowers.com  
 
       /s/ David P. Healy (FL Bar No. 940410)  
       David P. Healy (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)  
       Dudley, Healy & Heath, PLLC  
       2940 Kerry Forest Parkway, Suite 201  
       Tallahassee, Florida 32309  
       Phone: 850-222-5400  
       Facsimile: 850-222-7339  
       Email: dhealy@davidhealylaw.com  
       Counsel to Plaintiff GTEC Industries, Inc. 
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